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1. SC directs Centre to produce internal files on TV channel                Page 5, Gs 2 

 The Supreme Court on March 10 ordered the Centre to produce the “relevant files” 
based on which it refused to renew the licence of Kerala-based Media One TV channel on 

the grounds of “national security and public order” 
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2. Russia -Ukraine war brews a crisis for Kochi tea auctions                             Page 5 

 Tea auctions by the Tea Trade Association of Cochin (TTAC) are struggling to find 
takers due to the subdued export demand to Russia and other Commonwealth of 
Independent States (CIS) nations against the backdrop of the Russia-Ukraine war. A 

prolonged war may impact tea growers in the long run. 
 
 

3. Russia Ukraine talks yield no progress                 Page 12, World 
 The Foreign Ministers of Russia and Ukraine met on Thursday in Turkey, the 

highest-level contact between the two countries since the Russian attack on Ukraine 
started on February 24, but in simultaneous duelling news conferences made clear they 
had made no progress. Ukraine’s Dmytro Kuleba said he had secured no promise from 

Russia’s Sergei Lavrov to halt firing so aid could reach civilians, including Kyiv’s main 
humanitarian priority — evacuating hundreds of thousands of people trapped in the 

besieged port of Mariupol. 
 
 

4. Inflation may stay below 6% even if oil averages $100: Crisil      Business Page 13 
 
 India’s retail inflation may average below 6% even if crude oil prices average $100 a 

barrel in 2022-23, but rising prices remain an elevated risk to growth especially as 
private consumption remains subdued, rating firm Crisil said on Thursday. 
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5. What do we know about the newest crater on the moon?   Page Text and Context 
 A piece of a spacecraft flying through space reportedly hit the surface of the moon 

last Friday. The piece is around 65 feet wide. 
 The piece of space junk, a third-stage booster of Chang’e 5-T1 , a lunar mission 
launched by China, weighs four tonnes and was moving at a speed of 9,300 km an hour. 

 


